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White Paper openMOS Development Platform for
Plug&Produce Automation Components
I. I NTRODUCTION
The Open dynamic Manufacturing Operating System for
Smart Plug-and-Produce Automation Components (openMOS)
project targets the modern production systems that are currently transforming from mass production towards mass customization demanding agile solutions to support a running system during its build, ramp-up, production, and reconfiguration
phases.
The vision of the openMOS is targeted at maximizing the
economic sustainability of production systems by following
three main innovation strands: (1) enabling Plug-and-Produce
capabilities for automation equipment, robots and machines,
(2) aiding horizontal and vertical communication between all
hardware and software entities, and (3) creating a manufacturing operating system that is easily extendable and adaptable
towards the introduction of new products, work orders and
equipment modules, which envisages easy deployment, optimization and changeover management strategies.
II.

OPEN MOS

C ONCEPT AND T ECHNOLOGY S TACK

The openMOS project developed an open architecture
driven by industrial requirements that is able to deliver true
system agility without compromising system performance.
This is viewed as the blueprint for creating easily extendable
and adaptable manufacturing operating system, which eases
the introduction of new products, work orders and changes in
the equipment and allows a fast deployment of optimization
and changeover management strategies. The project builds
on plug-and-produce concepts to enable an operating system,
while ensuring system performance and resilience, which is
critical for dynamic changes which are expected in such
systems.
The overall openMOS architecture is shown in Figure 1. Its
key elements are Device Adapter (DA), Manufacturing Service
Bus (MSB), Agent Cloud and Human Machine Interface
(HMI).
DA wraps the device functionality and offers it as a service,
hiding away the low-level process capability (skill) implementation. This, in return, allows the lower level orchestrations of
composite skill executions, and also provides all necessary
interfaces with the higher levels of technology stack, namely
MSB. Exposing the skills in a general manner, using a
common semantic model allows to seamlessly include new
devices and their skills in a production environment, which
makes the overall system plug-and-produce capable.
MSB is the central part of the system architecture that
allows the vertical as well as horizontal communication across

Figure 1. openMOS Architecture

all elements of the technology stack, providing a high degree
of flexibility, where the devices can be easily (un)plugged to
(from) the system. Knowing the underlying system topology,
MSB is responsible for device discovery, product execution,
manages the current state and adjusts the system in case
of sudden changes and protocol translation between devices.
It is worth to mention that every communication within an
openMOS system is done via MSB.
The Open Agent-based Manufacturing Operation System
Platform (Agent Cloud) is the software layer that collects data
from the MSB and persists them in an internal repository, so
that external applications can use them to generate statistics
and analysis and consequently improve the efficiency of the
production system, updating recipes and execution tables crucial for the line execution.
HMI is a visual front-end application that runs on a Node.js
runtime, it interacts with MSB and agent cloud via Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and Representational State
Transfer (REST) service calls to provide physical line visualization and modification, ramp-up management, as well as
products and orders definition and tracking.
A. Common Semantic Model
Each device in the openMOS system should contain its
self-description that provides all the physical and functional

specifications of an equipment module for the creation of a
virtual entity, which will be a digital replica of that equipment module [1] [2]. In terms of Plug-and-Produce devices,
they should have embedded information about their process
capabilities (skills): the data exchanges and function invocations that constitute a system operation. Automation Markup
Language (AML) defined in IEC 62714 is used to aggregate
all the information of a physical entity (electrical, mechanical,
geometry, etc.) in a coherent structure that reflects the overall
system hierarchy and can be easily interpreted across multiple
engineering domains and tools. The information stored in the
AML file can be used to expose the functional skills of the
physical entities to its virtual cyber-representations [3]. This
correlation between the cyber and the physical sides can help
the user to virtually design, simulate and evaluate several
management strategies.
B. Device Adapter
The DA architecture was developed to support the tasks of
device auto-discovery, fast configuration and adaptation, triggering production tasks, reconfiguration (including both hardware and communication reconfiguration) and self-description.
The DA implementation uses Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA) as a communication protocol. The device discovery process is implemented
following the OPC UA Specification Part 12 that defines
Local Discovery Server with Multicast Extension (LDS-ME)
for this purpose. This work is released as a contribution to
the open source OPC UA stacks, open62541 and Eclipse
Milo [4]. The device self-description, being modeled in AML
is then used to automatically generate the OPC UA server
information model running on top of a device following the
"AutomationML to OPC UA Companion Specification". The
skills, defined in an AML file, are presented in OPC UA
namespace as methods, providing a triggering point for MSB
to execute a production task [5]. Additionally, the DA provides
the functionalities to handle the (un)plugging of a module,
editing recipes and execution tables, making on-the-fly
decisions based on the skills outcome, monitoring current
execution state, allowing to queue the skill executions.
C. Manufacturing Service Bus
The MSB is arranged in three major modules: network
interface, core and database interface. The network interface
module implements all the required protocols that allow
a seamless communication between all openMOS modules.
MSB uses SOAP services and Web-Sockets for cloud platform
data exchange and OPC UA for DA communication. The core
module links together the other modules and represents the
core functionalities of the MSB, including management of
the connected devices (e.g. status, availability, etc.), recipe
execution orchestrator, data storage and network operation. The database interface acts as a proxy that behaves
also as a local cache between the openMOS devices and the
Agent and Data Cloud platforms, meaning that, all the data
collected from the openMOS devices through the MSB is

stored locally, temporarily, for redundancy purposes and then
sent to the Cloud platform whenever the cloud is online [6].
This prevents loss of data and ensures the continuous
operation of the system.
D. Agent Cloud and HMI
From an architectural point of view the agent cloud application consists of three main modules: execution, repository
and communication layers.
The execution layer heavily relies on Java Agents Development Environment (JADE) technology. When MSB
detects a new DA on the network, it alerts the agent cloud
platform that deploys a cyberphysical internal abstraction of
the device in a form of a Java Agent that holds all the
information about the Device Adapter structured according to
the openMOS semantic model. This agent exists in the cloud
until the corresponding DA is disconnected from the system
and during this time is updating via MSB reflecting the real
production process.
The repository layer stores the information in a nonrelational Mongo database to track the history of every
change occurring to the system and collect the line data.
The communication layer realizes the SOAP services for
MSB and optimizers interaction, a Web-socket channel for
MSB-to-agents direct interaction and REST services for HMI
interaction.
HMI is a Java-script-based application, thus Java Script
Object Notation (JSON) and REST technologies were
selected as the most suitable in this case [6].
III. H ARDWARE DEVELOPMENTS
A. Radio frequency sensors
Using Inotec current background technology for Radio
Frequency (RF) sensors systems, it was developed a solution
that enables Inotec to locate where an RF transmitter sensor is
located within an office or factory environment. This provides
an automatic tracking capability, which could then be translated back onto the computer-aided design systems, keeping
the documentation up to date and in-line with the real world
work space application. Inotec designed a system capable of
providing location data for radio sensors or tags. A survey
of techniques has been carried out. Possible implementations
of the most appropriate technique, phase interferometry, have
been examined.
A development scheme, based on COTS devices, has been
determined. This has provided a platform to allow trials to take
place to determine the viability of radiolocation of low cost
sensors. The sensors were tested and validated by utilizing the
Ford demonstrator RTV robotic machine, to locate the position
of the tooling fixtures and the plug and produce aspect of the
fixture and the RTV machine requirements to apply, the liquid
gasket, to the correct areas of the product.
The developed system is used and demonstrated to show
product location and product change using extra data transmission/receiving technology supplied by Inotec.

It was conceived that extra functionality in the Inotec
product node unit could be leveraged to expose robot motion
and hence infer a machine skill. The Inotec product node
is capable of transmitting orientation and elevation changes
as well as product ID, humidity, lux etc. By connecting a
product node to the robot arm, the motion of the arm becomes
apparent in these extra signals. The Inotec node integration in
the whole openMOS system was successfully demonstrad in
the openMOS Ford demonstrator (see Section V).
B. Automated Guided Vehicle
Until recently, the control of industrial Automated Guided
Vehicles (AGVs) has been done in a very closed and strict
manner, with many different proprietary systems that could
not interact or interchange modules between them. With the
introduction of the Robot Operating System (ROS) framework,
some AGVs manufacturers started to embed this solution into
their systems. This change in paradigm has shown a fair
amount of success and has been attracting also the end users.
In fact, by using ROS-enabled AGVs, both end-users and
AGVs manufacturers or integrators gain from a constantly
improving technology that, is not only interchangeable, but
also is ready for integration with high level management systems. The Introsys Transportation Management System (TMS)
enables any ROS-enabled industrial AGV, compatible with the
openMOS specification, to be discovered and registered thus
enabling the coordination and control of each individual AGV,
estimating the best routes based on current recipe requirements
(e.g., load position and unload position), as well as the current
state of possible routes (e.g., free or blocked).

Power supply
Rotation repeat accuracy
Translation repeat
accuracy (mm)
Stroke Z (mm)
Rotation
Translation speed
(mm/s)
Controlled translation stroke
Rotation
speed
(RP M )
Nominal
torque
(N m)
Max mass moment
of inertia (kg∗cm2 )
Load (kg)

Electric manipulator
Three-phases
400V 50Hz 900W
0.005

Hybrid manipulator
24 Vdc
150W (Peak 400W)
0.005

0.01

0.01

100
0..360
600

100
0..360
<1000

YES

NO

150

120

9 (max 13)

4.7

1000

1000

5

20

Table I
C ORE CHARACHTERISTICS OF THE MANIPULATORS , DEVELOPED BY
M ASMEC .

C. Reconfigurable manipulators
Masmec, having over thirty years of experience in mechatronics, has designed, assembled, tested and optimized reconfigurable manipulators within the openMOS project. These
devices are widely used in industrial automation mainly to
move components (e.g., injectors, pumps, motors) between
substations or between conveyors and machines in a high
throughput production line. This means that if these devices
are standardized and optimized both in terms of hardware and
software, they will be easily integrated into complex machines
by just reconfiguring it and designing only a few mechanical
parts such as the fingers of the gripper. Within the project Masmec has concentrated its efforts on two types of manipulators,
one that uses the electric axis for rotation and the pneumatic
axis for translation, another one using recirculating ball / spline
screw technology. The overall features are summarized in the
Table I.
To test the manipulators in depth, two prototypes were
built and one of these was integrated into the openMOS pre
demonstrator as a shaking station, a subsystem connected to
the openMOS framework trough the MSB.
D. Effectuator II
As mentioned in the introduction, openMOS project is
facing three main innovation strands. To achieve these goals

Figure 2. Effectuator II hardware

all hardware modules of the whole system need to have the
capabilities for communication over OPC-UA, enough computational power as well as enough memory and many other
peripherals. For these reasons, the Effectuator II hardware
has been developed. On the one hand suites even in a very
small modules such as grippers, and on the other hand can be
extended with features depending on the application scenario.
Figure 2 shows the 3D model of the hardware.
The Z-shape of the hardware has been selected as it has
to be placed inside the gripper developed by Afag, where a
module should be placed in a limited space inside the gripper.
Figure 3 illustrates how the PCB is folded inside the module
in order to suite between the motor and the housing.
One major challenge during development phase was the
miniaturization. The electronics contain three PCBs, which
are connected by flex substrate. Every PCB has its own
functionality:
•
•
•

PCB1: main CPU board
PCB2: Power/Communication/Peripheral board
PCB1: PCB3 Motion board

Figure 3. Folded PCB inside the EG20 Afag gripper

Additionally, a user-application board can be connected
through a side connector shown in Figure 2. The main CPU
board is equipped with MAX10 FPGA from Altera. The main
reason to use FPGA technology is to keep the hardware
as flexible as possible, and at the same time to achieve a
compromise between computation power, memory and the
heat dissipation. The same hardware can be easily configured
and reconfigured using different communication protocols by
exchanging only the FPGA IPs. As communication IP, we
use the IP stack from Softing, which contains all the busses
into one IP using different licenses for activation. The PCB2
contains all the necessary hardware components for power
supply and communication. The Motion board is an optional
board and if not required can be cut from the rest. Memory
is one of key elements of the hardware and usually requires a
lot of space and a high amount of wiring leading to complex
design. For this reason, we use the new Hyper memory
technology from Synaptic Lab, which need low wiring and
therefore low requirements for the space on PCB. Due to its
foldable geometry, the Effectuator II can be used in different
Plug-and-Produce modules.
IV. P ROJECT A DVANCES
The openMOS project resulted in a reference architecture,
implemented in different industrial demonstrators, that show
how the Plug-&-Produce for manufacturing systems concepts
can be realized bringing its advantages of agility and resilience
without compromising its performance. The implemented software stack supports not only the new hardware, developed

within the project, but also the integration of legacy systems. The project successfully demonstrated how the Plug&-Produce can be achieved across all levels of granularity
from embedded controllers up to complex workstations and
cells [7].
The extendable common semantic model [3] implemented
in AML enables a seamless integration of the openMOS
technology with existing engineering tools and provides a
decoupled device description with a clear set of rules for
hierarchical aggregation reflecting the system hardware architecture.
openMOS DA allows an integration of various devices
with different technology stacks into the openMOS system,
enriching the devices with automatic discovery functionality
and enabling skill triggering mechanism [8].
In the openMOS project there is a clear distinction between
production optimization and time-critical production execution. MSB guarantees that production is executed continuously
even if the cloud is not operating [9].
The openMOS agent cloud and HMI provide system optimization recommendations both for cycle time and energy
consumption and ramp-up decision support. It allows to contextually store all data related to the product, process and
system that is then used for the system overall performance
optimization.
A clear benefit of the openMOS technology is its modularity: it is not needed to deploy every module of the whole
software stack developed, one can pick only the functionality
that is needed for a particular system. This increases an
industrial adoption of the project results as it is not required
to the full stack, just choosing the demanded features.
V. P ROJECT D EMONSTRATORS
The following demonstrators were successfully run during
the project to show and evaluate the openMOS technology:
• Introsys demonstrator [10] (see Figure 4) consists of
two robotic spot welding cells that represent actual production lines from the automotive industry following Ford
and Volkswagen standards, respectively. The main actor
of each cell is a 6-DoF robotic arm, equipped with a
custom gripper designed to handle a body part of a
car (a longeron). Motion control and safety routines are
managed by an industrial field PLC. An additional visionbased quality inspection system allows to identify potential imperfections on the weld. Finally, an energy monitoring module collects and registers the energy consumed
by all equipment. The Introsys demonstratorvalidates
the ability of openMOS to interact with legacy systems
and presents a dynamical (un)plugging a module and
system reconfiguration: a vision system, one shared between two demonstrators, can be dynamically unplugged
from one station and attached to another. The system will
automatically discover the change and rearrange its skills
as well as possible execution scenarios.
• Masmec [11] utilizes the IDEAS demonstrator that
consists of a conveyor with a number of different stations.

•

change), reducing the cell effectiveness. Thus, rapid and
automatic changeover becomes one of the openMOS
key functionalities demonstrated here.
VDMA OPC UA Demonstrator is an external demonstrator, not directly related to the openMOS project. It
was successfully demonstrated how the whole openMOS
stack can be deployed to the system that was not initially
designed to be openMOS-compatible.
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Figure 4. Robotic Spot Welding Cells at Introsys

•

•

•

Some processes can be executed in parallel, allowing
to explore optimization scenarios. The demonstrator also
features the runtime production adjustments functionality: dynamic product routing that depends on the
process outcome. In Masmec case a product is treated
differently based on the leak test outcome: if it a workpiece fails a test the system adjusts to execute a recovery
route for this specific workpiece. This includes on-thefly decisions done by the system based on the previous
production steps.
Loughborough University demonstrator [12] shows the
scalability of the openMOS solution. It hosts the physical
and emulated facilities controlled by DAs that are
connected via the MSB to the HMI and the agent cloud.
The simulated environment allows to demonstrate how
the openMOS scales up, running in a distributed control
system and test most of the openMOS key features.
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quite frequent breakdowns and subsequently to human
intervention in order to reconfigure the cell (e.g., gripper
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